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BROOKS RANGE ROUTE DESCRIPTIONS~GATES 
 

Alaska Mountain Wilderness Ski Classic  
 

Galbraith – Anaktuvuk – Wiseman  
 

Event Coordinator: Dave Cramer (907) 291-2339 
 

Minimum age is 18.  The event coordinator reserves the right to deem any applicant 
unqualified. 

 
Participants are encouraged to travel in groups of two or more for purposes of safety as well 
as fun. 

 
Each participant should be independent in terms of gear and food; however, participants 
may share food and gear with each other.  Participants may NOT share gear or food with 
non-participants. 

 
All travel must be self-propelled, without benefit of motorized vehicles, wheels, pack animals 
or pull animals. 

 
All travel must be self-contained.  Everything needed must be carried from start to finish 
without benefit of pre-planned caches, air drops or aid stations.  Littering or purposefully 
dropping gear or food is grounds for disqualification. 

 
Participants are not permitted to carry or use any locator/tracking device that is limited to 
one way communication. Any locator/tracking or other communication devices utilized must 
have two way communication capabilities. The use of the Delorme /Garmin In Reach GPS 
communicator devices is allowed.  

 

Participants select their own route.  It is important that the route is described on the 
application form.  At least one other individual should be notified if a participant decides to 
change his or her route.  There will be no organized trail sweep. 

 

All of the main routes require a steep ascents and descents.  Participants should bring at 
least 10 point crampons and consider the following items:  
 

 ice axe 
 ice creepers 
 crampons 
 100 ft. 9 mm – 11 mm climbing rope 
 rescue pulley 
 ascenders 
 snow shovel 

 carabiners: 2 locking gate, 4 standard gate 
 ice screw - 1 each 
 

 
 24” picket - 1 each 
 Harness and belay device 
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Recommendations: 

 This event starts and finishes above the Arctic Circle – be prepared for Arctic 
conditions. 

 
 If new, talk to those who have done this event before. 

 
 Expect 60 mph winds, avalanche country, open water, -55F/+40F, deep snow, 

no snow, ice, breakable crust, overflow, slop, and storms. 
 
 Waterproof your gear, especially if you use a sled. 
 
 Take food and fuel for a minimum of 10 days. In past events, fuel needs have 

often been underestimated. 
 
 Consider metal edged skis - there can be a lot of overflow. 
 
 USGS topographical maps: Wiseman Quad B1, Wiseman Quad D2 and Phillip 

Smith Mountains Quad B5, 1:250,000.  (Also recommended for reference: 
Chandalar Lake Quad A1 shows the area near Oolah Pass.  Chandalar Lake 
Quad C6 shows the highway adjacent to Wiseman.) 

 
 Consider taking: stove, fuel, pot, ski-skins, tent, repair kit, multi-purpose tool i.e. 

Leatherman, sunglasses, sun screen, extra skis and poles, sleeping bag good to   
-40F, sleeping pad, sled and/or pack, compass and maps, ELT, flares, saw and 
satellite phone. 

 
Route Descriptions: 
 
* Route #1 - Itkillik/Peregrine Pass Route (solo travel permitted) 

 
Stage #1 - To reach Wiseman from Galbraith Lake, travel due west from Galbraith 
Lake to Itkillik Lake, head southwest, up the Itkillik River to the lake at the base of 
Snowheel Mountain. Cross the lake and follow the north fork of the Koyukuk to 
Peregrine Pass. Ascend the pass and descend to the headwaters of Grizzly 
Creek. Follow Grizzly Creek to its confluence with Ernie Creek, turn right at Ernie 
Creek and ascend Ernie Pass to the headwaters of the Anaktuvuk River. Descend 
the Anaktuvuk River to the town of Anaktuvuk Pass and sign in at the National 
Park Service Office Check Point.  

 
Stage # 2 - Once signed in, depart Anaktuvuk Pass at the confluence of the John 
River and Inukpagruk Creek (also known as Giant Creek), ascend the Inukpagruk 
to its headwaters and descend to the headwaters of the Tinayguk River. Descend 
the Tinayguk to its confluence with the north fork of the Koyukuk (just below 
Eroded Mountain). Follow the Koyukuk to Delay Pass (opposite Ipnek Creek), 
ascend Delay Pass and follow the tractor trail and the Glacier River to Glacier 
Pass and on to Nolan. From Nolan, follow the Nolan road to Wiseman and the 
finish at Alaska’s Arctic Getaway Bed & Breakfast. 
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* Route #2 - Nanushuk River Route - Option A 
 
Stage # 1, Option A - To reach Wiseman from Galbraith Lake, travel due west to 
Nanushuk Lake. Cross the river and continue west to Shainin Lake. Depart 
Shainin Lake to the southwest to Tulugak Lake and the Anaktuvuk River. Ascend 
the Anaktuvuk River to the town of Anaktuvuk Pass and sign in at the National 
Park Service Office Check Point.    
 
Stage # 2, Option A - Once signed in, depart Anaktuvuk at the confluence of the 
John River and Inukpagruk Creek (also known as Giant Creek), ascend the 
Inukpagruk to its headwaters and descend to the headwaters of the Tinayguk 
River. Descend the Tinayguk to its confluence with the north fork of the Koyukuk 
(just below Eroded Mountain). Follow the Koyukuk to Delay Pass (opposite Ipnek 
Creek), ascend Delay Pass and follow the tractor trail and the Glacier River to 
Glacier Pass and on to Nolan. From Nolan, follow the Nolan road to Wiseman and 
the finish at Alaska’s Arctic Getaway Bed & Breakfast. 

 
* Route #2 Nanushuk River Route - Option B 

 
Stage # 1, Option B – To reach Wiseman from Nanushuk Lake, ascend the 
Nanushuk River to its headwaters below Alapah Mountain and ascend the pass to 
Greyline Creek. Descend Greyline to the Anaktuvuk River, descend the 
Anaktuvuk River to the town of Anaktuvuk Pass and sign in at the National Park 
Service Office Check Point. 
 
Stage # 2, Option B - Once signed in, depart Anaktuvuk at the confluence of the 
John River and Inukpagruk Creek (also known as Giant Creek), ascend the 
Inukpagruk to its headwaters and descend to the headwaters of the Tinayguk 
River. Descend the Tinayguk to its confluence with the north fork of the Koyukuk 
(just below Eroded Mountain). Follow the Koyukuk to Delay Pass (opposite Ipnek 
Creek), ascend Delay Pass and follow the tractor trail and the Glacier River to 
Glacier Pass and on to Nolan. From Nolan, follow the Nolan road to Wiseman and 
the finish at Alaska’s Arctic Getaway Bed & Breakfast. 

 
Note: This route, which has not been done before, ascends through some steep 
walled areas near Alapah Mountain and Limestack Mountain that could be 
avalanche prone.   

 
 


